Overview of Home Learning in Year 11: Summer Term 1 (April-May 2020)
Although students are no longer preparing for their GCSE exams, we suggest that they try to create a
plan for each day and, where possible, engage with the many resources we have made available. This is
an important time, when students can consolidate knowledge and begin to focus on those subjects
where their areas of interest and passion lie. As teachers, we remain keen to help and support wherever
we can and therefore we have continued to provide resources which build bridges to post 16
education. Our goal is to see Year 11 thrive and grow by continuing to ensure that when our students arrive in new
establishments in September, they are ready for this next step and primed for success.
For help with home learning and accessing Google Classroom please visit the school
website http://www.leftwichhigh.com/news/news_coronavirus_guidance_support_2020.html . It may be worth
allocating some time to go through emails to check that students have joined all of the classes. In addition to the
pastoral support students are receiving, those with additional needs have access to further assistance from the
Learning Support Team. Please make contact if we can offer any support
We know that working independently at home is quite different to school, particularly for Year 11. We are working
hard to ensure that all students get the very best grades they can, in line with the outstanding academic record of
previous cohorts at The County High School, Leftwich. We just ask students to have their best go and be proud of
what they achieve. Staying safe and happy are the priority. For regular updates please follow us on Twitter
@leftwichhigh
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Learning Focus and resources
Go to http://www.leftwichhigh.com/ Click the envelope icon. Log in using school
username and password. All learning resources can be found here: Google Classroom;
SAM learning; Seneca; MathsWatch; ActiveLearn; Accelerated Reader:
For support please contact: passwordreset@leftwichhigh
‘First News’ – newspaper for students, available on the website.
Daily emails to students that direct them to the Revision Hub/ Post 16 resources. A
summary of what is available for Vocational and A –level qualifications has also been
sent to students, tutors and parents (via in touch).
Colleges have also been contacted for any resources that they can provide.
Continue to develop and refine creative skills ready for the next stage of your
education. Try and refine a skill or technique that you found particularly hard. Look
at/complete and develop your sketch books. Take photographs that inspire you.
PiXl Resources on a range of subjects for vocational and Computer Science.
GCSE D&T – Continue to look at Technologystudent.com following the field of D&T
that interest you or maybe the watch BBCs Great British Sewing Bee (Weds 8pm
BBC2). Keep practising your practical skills where you can and keep up your 2D design
drawing skills. A copy can now be downloaded from the internet for free. (Email Miss
Whitfield for the pass code).
GCSE Food Preparation & Nutrition - Use YouTube to follow your favourite chef,
perhaps Jamie Oliver or Gio. Delia online is also a very good course to follow for
practical skills. Remember perfecting bread, pastry, pasta, sauces and cakes are the
core skills. Just keep making good food!
Students should have at least 1 conditional offer from a post 16 provider (which is in
addition to any apprenticeship offers.) If students are struggling to find a course and
need help applying, please contact Mr Kinder for support. If Students are considering
an apprenticeship many are still available and can be found at www.gov.uk/applyapprenticeship.
START profile has activities to help improve employability on the website and specific
tasks relating to Lock Down. www.startprofile.com. Our school code is 40415 . Further
careers support is available here: https://learnliveuk.com/partner/cheshire-andwarrington-lep/
Students are encouraged to look at the financial management and advice here:

https://natwest.mymoneysense.com/students/students-16-18/
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Students have been provided with materials to best support their preparation for
studying KS5 English Language or Literature on the Y11/12 Hub [English > A-Level].
Read the resources which will strengthen knowledge and understanding of A-Level
texts; look at GCSE and A-Level English Language/Literature transition materials.
Where possible, research the KS5 reading list for their desired place of study.
PiXL gateway tasks
Keep practising your writing skills, try writing about different topics using a range of
tenses.
Research exam boards and films that may be studied e.g. Les 400 coups, Au revoir les
enfants, La Haine, L’auberge espagnole, Un long dimanche de fiançailles, Entre les
murs.
Students have been provided with a Gateway book to aid students’ progression from
GCSE Geography to A-Level Geography. Posted to Google Classroom.
Google Classroom class codes 11sg1 – SB x7ddepe, 11rg1 – SB b7dry4h, 11rg2 – KP
mijpqa3, 11sg2 – KP ejhnjyq, 11ag1 – SB yz664ro
Reading lists have been provided on Google Classroom for those students intending
to take A-Level history at Sir John Deanes.
Free Access to A-level book on Kindle
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Head-Start-Level-Maths-2017-2018-ebook/dp/B06XD29GX2
Further Maths in preparation for A-level
https://corbettmaths.com/more/further-maths/
EDEXCEL A LEVEL – list of ‘set works’ with links to YouTube performances of the
music.
PIXL – ‘gateway’ documents – preparation for A level music
BRIDGING MATERIAL – preparing for A levels in creative and performing arts
REVISION – ‘flippin fantastic music’ – YouTube clips (general listening)
GCSE PAST PAPERS and tracks – useful for revisiting previously learned knowledge.
Year 12 resources have been uploaded which are relevant for both A level and BTEC.
There are two courses on the year 11 RS SENECA class: sociology and psychology A
level. This will give students a taste of what they will be studying at SJD or another
college if they pick these courses. St Nicholas 6th form college offer religious studies
or philosophy and ethics courses.
 CGP kindle edition Biology, Chemistry and Physics books – progression to A-level
 Science A-level PiXL activities
 Revision notes for GCSE Biology, Chemistry and Physics
 Topic tests for topics – along with mark schemes
 Knowledge organisers for all topics
 ‘Grasp it’ PiXL activities
 ‘Know it’ PiXL activities
 Mind maps on key topics – along with mark schemes
 Useful links mat – with lots of useful Science web links
PiXL gateway tasks
Keep practising your writing skills, try writing about different topics using a range of
tenses.
Research exam boards and films that may be studied e.g. El laberinto del fauno,
Ochoh apeillidos vascos, Maria, llena eres de gracia, Volver, Abel, Las 13 rosas

